
From function to form, each element 
was engineered for high use commercial 
environments. At the heart is the extreme 
QuietSharp™ fan cooled, thermally protected, 
motor for heavy-duty usage. For super fast 
sharpening, the XHC²™ Cutter Technology 
is 75% faster** with 12x* longer life. The Tip 
Saver Technology™ prevents over sharpening, 
extending pencil life. For ultimate safety, a 
MagnaSafe™ tamper proof safety switch is 
automatically activated when shaving tray is 
removed for safe cleaning. Oversized die cast 
base with suction cup feet for ultimate stability. 

Keep your office looking sharp with the sleek and modern design. 
Sit back and let the Tip Saver Technology™ form the perfect tip, 
extending your pencil life. The HHC™ cutter technology sharpens 
65% faster** and improves cutter life up to 6X*. The powerful, 
thermally protected, QuietSharp™ motor is engineered for 
maximum power, reduced noise, and long life.

An attractive vertical design and 
a powerful, stall-free motor with 
thermal overload protection makes 
this sharpener the ultimate companion 
for any workspace. HHC™ cutter 
technlogy produces a sharp pencil 
point while extending your cutter life 
by 4X*. Not only is the unit’s shaving 
receptacle a breeze to clean, but it also 
boasts a motor shutoff feature for safe 
cleaning when the tray is removed.

Constructed of all metal and is antimicrobial protected. Features 
an oversized knob for comfort and ease of use for kids to grip. 

Replaceable HHC2™ cutter technology extends cutter life by 6x*. 
Developed with an 8-hole selector dial to support multiple pencil sizes 
and Tip Saver Technology™ to prevent over sharpening.

Sharpen pencils to the 
perfect pointed or blunt 
tip with a few twists of 
your wrists! The Twist-
n-Sharp is equipped 
with a special ratchet 
mechanism that makes 
manual sharpening 
quick and effortless for all ages, plus its compact size makes it perfect 
for any school or travel bag. Its Tip Saver Technology™ prevents 
oversharpening, while an adjustable knob allows you to sharpen your 
pencils to a standard pointed or blunt tip. An easy to clean, built-in 
shavings tray captures pencil shavings to reduce mess.

Built with the classroom demands 
in mind, students can sharpen their 
pencils quickly, quietly, and safely. 
Operation is quiet and endures 
strenuous classroom use with the 
QuietSharp™ super duty motor 
and thermal overload protection. 
Improving class time, our XHC™ 
cutter technology allows for 70% faster sharpening**. To ensure safety, our 
tamper proof, MagnaSafe™ Shutoff Technology skillfully prevents operation 
when the high volume shaving tray is removed! Easy turn 6 size pencil selector 
dial supports multiple pencil sizes.

Its compact design fits perfectly in any home or office space 
and looks great with its modern twist. Small in size, but has a 
powerful motor for stall-free operation. High capacity, easy 
clean shavings tray has a safety feature that stops motor 
when shavings tray is removed. Expect precision pencil tips 
each time with the HHC™ cutter technology. 

An attractive vertical design paired 
with a battery powered, stall-free 
motor makes this sharpener the 
ultimate office essential. If you’re 
not taking it on your next business 
trip, the sharpener’s compact build 
will be the perfect compliment to 
your workspace. Not only is the 
unit’s shaving receptacle a breeze 
to clean, but it also boasts a motor shutoff 
feature for safe cleaning when the tray 
is removed. The Vertical Battery Pencil 
sharpener is powered by 4 AA batteries.

Striking new vertical design 
refines any desktop and 
conveniently saves desk 
space. At the heart lies the 
strong, QuietSharp™ motor built 
for maximum power, reduced 
noise, and is thermally protected 
for durability. Keeping you up to 

speed, the HHC™ Cutter Technology  delivers 65% faster sharpening** speed 
and up to 6x*cutter life improvement. Equipped with Tip Saver Technology™ 
to prevent over sharpening and produce perfect tips. The translucent 
shavings tray is safe to clean with the cleverly installed safety switch that 
prevents operation when the tray is removed. 

Super Pro™ 6
Commercial
Electric Sharpener

EPS12HC

QuietSharp™ 6
Classroom
Electric Sharpener

EPS10HC

QuietSharp™ 
Executive
Electric Sharpener
EPS9V-BLK

QuietSharp™
Executive
Electric Sharpener
(Black) EPS8HD-BLK
(Grey) EPS8HD-GRY

Vertical Electric
Sharpener
(Black) EPS5V-BLK
(Red) EPS5V-RED
(Purple) EPS5V-PURPLE
(Green) EPS5V-GREEN
(Blue) EPS5V-BLUE

Antimicrobial
Manual Sharpener
MPS1-BLK

Manual Sharpener
PS1-ADJ

Personal Electric
Sharpener
(Black) EPS4-BLACK
(Blue) EPS4-BLUE

Benchmarks : * Bostitch® BPS1, ** Bostitch® 02697,  new pencil
+Tri-Write™ is a registered trademark of Dixon Ticonderoga

Vertical Battery
Sharpener
(Black) BPS3V-BLK
(Red) BPS3V-RED
(Purple) BPS3V-PURPLE
(Green) BPS3V-GREEN
(Blue) BPS3V-BLUE
(Assorted) BPS3VR-ASST-CC



Pencil Sharpener
Selector Guide

Commercial
Great for high volume 
commercial settings

School
Ideal for classroom & 
studio environments

Executive
Perfect for desktop or 
office atmosphere

Personal
Excellent for personal 
& student use

A robust 
QuietSharp™ 
fan cooled 
motor provides 
continuous 
quiet 
operation 
and delivers 
75% faster 
sharpening** 
speeds. 
The SharpStop™ will  automatically shut the sharpener down 
when sharpening is completed, followed by the SharpGlow™ 
illumination emitting a white light around the dial to provide 
a clear visual indicator when sharpening is complete. Built 
with our XHC²™ dual cutter cartridge technology to provide 
more precise sharpening and features tool-free removal for 
quick and simple cleaning or replacement!  Its conveniently 
colored pencil compatible and its 6-size dial accommodates 
numerous pencil sizes including Tri-Write™. The high 
capacity shavings tray features our MagnaSafe™ tamper 
proof safety switch that shuts down the motor when the 
tray is removed for added protection. Antimicrobial protected.

The ultimate blend 
of performance, 
safety and style 
for the classroom 
or studio. Suited 
to sharpen 
colored pencils 
and the 6-size 
dial is Tri-Write™ 
compatible. 
Once pencil is 
inserted, the high 

performance, thermally protected QuietSharp™ motor 
delivers quiet operation and 70% faster sharpening** 
speeds. To extend pencil life, the SharpStop™ 
automatically shuts motor down when sharpening is 
complete. Then the SharpGlow™ emits a blue light 
around the dial to provide a visual indicator sharpening 
is complete. Our XHC™ cutter cartridge technology 
features tool-free removal for fast and easy cleaning or 
replacement. The high volume shavings tray features 
our MagnaSafe™ tamper proof safety switch to prevent 
operation when tray is removed. Antimicrobial protected.

Commercial
Electric Sharpener
EPS14HC

Cutter Catridge: EPS14-K

Classroom
Electric Sharpener
EPS11HC

Cutter Catridge: EPS11-K

Benchmarks: *Bostitch® BPS1, **Bostitch®02697, new pencil, TriWrite™ is a registered trademark of Dixon Ticonderoga

visit www.BostitchOffice.com for
more detailed product information


